Abstract-Charge transport properties in organic semiconductors are determined by two kinds of microscopic disorders, namely energetic disorder related to the distribution of localized states and the spatial disorder related to the morphological features of the material. From a semi-classical picture, the charge transport properties are crucially determined by both the carrier mobility and the electrostatic field distribution in the material. Although the effect of disorders on carrier mobility has been widely studied, how electrostatic field distribution is distorted by the presence of disorders and its effect on charge transport remain unanswered. In this paper, we present a modified space-charge-limited current (SCLC) model for spatially disordered organic semiconductors based on the fractional-dimensional electrostatic framework. We show that the thickness dependence of SCLC is related to the spatial disorder in organic semiconductors. For trap-free transport, the SCLC exhibits a modified thickness scaling of J ∝ L −3α , where the fractional-dimension parameter α accounts for the spatial disorder in organic semiconductors. The trap-limited and field-dependent mobility are also shown to obey an α-dependent thickness scaling. The modified SCLC model shows a good agreement with several experiments on spatially disordered organic semiconductors. By applying this model to the experimental data, the standard charge transport parameters can be deduced with better accuracy than by using existing models.
I. INTRODUCTION
The mobility of charge carrier is a key parameter for the performance of optoelectronic devices [2] , especially for devices using organic semiconductors and polymers. The mobility in organic semiconductors strongly depends on the nature, structure, purity of the materials and device operating conditions. The charge transport in organic compounds occurs across various levels, ranging from within molecules, between molecules as well as between crystalline grains and amorphous and crystalline regions. The transport properties Muhammad Zubair is with the Department of Electrical Engineering at Information Technology University of the Punjab, Ferozpur Road, 54000 Lahore, Pakistan. He was affiliated until recently with the SUTD-MIT International Design Center, Singapore University of Technology and Design, 487372 Singapore (e-mail: muhammad.zubair@itu.edu.pk).
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are determined by two kinds of microscopic disorders, namely the energetic disorder characterized by a broad distribution of localized states and the spatial disorder related to the morphological features of the material [3] . The space-chargelimited current (SCLC) is an important classical transport phenomenon in organic semiconductors where the quantum effects can be ignored at microscale and above [1] - [17] .
The mobility of a given organic material sandwiched between two planar electrodes with an applied voltage (V 0 ), is commonly measured indirectly by fitting the measured current density-voltage (J-V) characteristics at high voltages to some SCLC models [4] . It is assumed that there is no barrier (ohmic contact) at the interface when the charges are injected from the electrode into the solid. The simplest SCLC model for a trap-free solid is known as the one-dimensional (1D) classical Mott-Gurney (MG) law [5] , given by
where = 0 r is permittivity, and L is the thickness of the solid embedded between the metal electrodes. Once the values of J, V 0 , L and are determined, the mobility µ can be calculated by fitting the J-V characteristics at high V 0 region to the 1D MG law. Note the assumptions in using the MG law include constant mobility (independent of the applied electric field and charge density) and the solid is trap-free. For a trap-filled solid with exponentially energy-distributed traps, the corresponding SCLC model is known as the traplimited (TL) SCLC model [6] :
where N c is the effective density of states corresponding to the energy at the bottom of the conduction band, N t is the total trapped electron density, and l = T t /T ≥ 1 with T t being a parameter controlling the trap distribution. For shallow traps or energetic disorder, the mobility varies with the electric field E that Murgatroyd's [7] model may be used to describe a field-dependent mobility in the form of
where µ 0 is representing the mobility at zero field, and γ is a material-specific parameter that describes the strength of the field-dependence. The field-dependent mobility can also include other effects, such as carrier-density dependence (Gaussian disorder model (GDM) [8] ) and deep traps, which can only be resolved by having a more comprehensive model to fit with experiments over a wide range of parameters [9] . By using Eq. (3), we get [7] 
where 0.89γ is used as a fitting parameter.
Other than field-dependent mobility, charge-carrier-density dependent mobility models have also been studied including a power-law dependence for energetically disordered semiconductors by Tanase et. al. [10] , Blom et. al. [1] , and others for disordered polymers [11] - [13] .
The mobility is often extracted from J-V measurements by fitting the experimental data with the theoretical models of SCLC with different mobility terms. The mobility of a given sample is determined solely based on the goodness of the fit. Such empirical methodology may not always produce accurate physical picture. For example, an inconsistency of field-dependent mobility model with the experimental data has been raised in Ref. [1] . The conventional model of Eq. (4) could not fit the experimental data due to weaker thickness dependence of measured SCLC, and hence the carrier-density dependent mobility model was chosen to extract the mobility of PPV based diode device. However, assuming Gaussian density of states (DOS), it is known that in low carrierdensity regime the mobility should be carrier-density independent [14] . Another recent experiment [3] has also reported that the charge transport in amorphous semiconductors is not charge density dependent but instead follows a field-dependent mobility model. In such scenarios, a new model of spacecharge-limited transport is required to capture the correct thickness scaling of measured SCLC.
The transport sites in organic semiconductors are distributed both in space and energy. The combined effect of spatial and energetic disorder on charge transport has already been studied in the previous works (see [18] for a comprehensive review). However, the SCLC is a transport phenomenon closely related with both the material properties (i.e., mobility) and the electrostatic field distribution inside these materials, and thus far, the non-uniform distribution of electrostatic field due to spatial complexity of the material and its implications on the macroscopic SCLC have not been fully addressed. The complex, spatially disordered and often self-organized microstructure, in which ordered microcrystalline domains are embedded in an amorphous domain, can be considered as fractal features having important consequences for electrical properties of these materials (refer to Fig. 2 in [19] and Fig.  1 in [20] ).
In this work, we present a modified SCLC model to account for the spatial disorder effect of a solid such as amorphous semiconducting polymer by treating the material as a fractal object. The key novelty of our proposed model is to utilize the fractional-dimension of space to effectively model the nonuniform distribution of electrostatic field inside these spatially disordered materials. Fig. (1) provides a schematic description of the concept that the spatially disordered organic semiconductor in real integer-dimensional space can be considered effectively as spatially ordered organic semiconductor embedded in the corresponding fractional-dimensional space using mathematical framework briefly introduced in the Appendix (also see [21] , [22] and references therein). Such methods have been applied in other areas including quantum field theory [23] , [24] , general relativity [25] , thermodynamics [26] , mechanics [27] , hydrodynamics [28] , electrodynamics [29] - [38] , and fractional charge transport [21] , [22] to name a few.
The proposed approach has been generalized to cover three types of SCLC models: trap-free model (or MG law), traplimited (TL) model and the field dependent mobility models. We first analyze various experimental results to study the thickness (or L) dependence to show that the traditional L scalings from the traditional models are not valid for spatially disordered semiconducting materials. By using our proposed models, we are able to reproduce the experimental currentvoltage measurements in [1] without using the carrier-density dependent model, and thus solving the issues raised by recent paper [3] .
II. DERIVATION OF SCLC SCALING LAWS FOR SPATIALLY DISORDERED ORGANIC SEMICONDUCTORS

A. Trap-free model
Here, we derive the modified MG law for spatially disordered organic semiconductors with the assumption that the effect of non-uniform electrostatic field distribution inside spatially disordered material can be studied effectively by replacing the governing equations of classical SCLC model with the fractional-dimensional counterparts, by using the formulation described in Appendix (for more details see [21] , [22] and references therein), where the fractional-dimension is related to the amount of spatial disorder. Provided that the thermal carriers are negligible in comparison to injected carrier, and assuming that the size of the electrode is much greater than the spacing L, thus the derivation is conducted only in x direction perpendicular to surface of the electrode. The following equations are solved in the α-dimensional space [39] with 0 < α ≤ 1:
Schematic description of the concept that the spatially disordered organic semiconductor in real space [shown on left] can be considered effectively as spatially ordered organic semiconductor embedded in the corresponding fractional-dimensional space [shown on right] using fractional-dimensional space framework as description of complexity described in Appendix. X k corresponds to the spatial coordinates of an α-dimensional space.
where c(α,
, ρ is the carrier charge density, ν is the drift velocity, E is the electric field, and is the dielectric permittivity of the material, and V is the electric potential. Using ν = −µE, Eq. (5) gives
It should be emphasized that µ is an averaged quantity independent of space variables. Now, inserting Eq. (6) into Eq. (8), we get
which can be rewritten in the form of Bernoulli differential equation:
Solving Eq. (10) with zero electric field condition (at SCL regime) at the injecting electrode, E(0) = 0, we have
By using Eq. (11) in solving Eq. (7), we obtain
which gives the modified MG law as a function of α:
For α = 1, Eq. (13) reduces to the classical MG Law [Eq.
(1)].
B. Trap-limited (TL) model
For a spatially disordered material with exponentially distributed traps in energy, the trap-limited TL-SCLC injection is derived here. We assume that the mobility is field-independent, and that the density of the trapping states per unit energy range h(E) above the valence band is described by the distribution
where E is the energy measured upward from the top of the valence band, N t is the total trap density, and T c is a characteristic constant of the distribution. Following the Mark and Helfrich (MH) approach [6] , we obtain
where l = T c /T and N c is effective density of states. In this case the relation between free n and trapped carrier density n t is given by
where, N is total density of transport sites. By solving Eq. (6), the governing equation is
Integrating Eq. (17) on both sides gives
and
The analytical evaluation of above integral leads to
which reduces to Eq. (2) at α = 1. It should be noted that for a Gaussian distribution of traps, a similar equation for the trap-limited current is derived, except that l is then related to the depth and width of the trap distribution [40] , [41] . In the case of Gaussian trap DOS centered at a distance E tc − E a below the conduction-band edge ,the nondegenerate approximation gives [42] 
where,
, σ is the variance of Gaussian DOS. Finally, following the MH formalism, a current-voltage characteristic is obtained for Gaussian trap DOS, which is of the form
which reduces to Eq. (7) in [42] at α = 1.
C. Field-dependent mobility model
If we simply combine the field-dependent mobility Eq. (3), and Eq. (13) , the modified SCL model of field-dependent mobility for spatially disordered semiconductors is
where γ is just a fitting parameter. In general, to include the field dependence of the mobility in SCLC model, coupled equations such as Eqs. (5-7) must be solved consistently [43] . It is however possible to derive an analytic solution if the field dependence of the drift mobility can be expressed in power law [44] given by
with µ = µ 0 at E = E 0 . By using this power law of mobility, we solve Eqs. (5-7) to obtain an analytical solution of
which reduces to Eq. (13) at n = 0.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
By analyzing the thickness (L) dependence of the classical SCLC models, we see the dependence of (2), and Eq. (4). However, as predicted by corresponding modified SCLC models in Sec. II, the thickness dependence will be reduced by the fractional-dimension parameter α, which accounts to the spatial disorder in the underlying solids. In other words, the thickness dependence of the modified SCLC models will provide a tool to characterize the spatial disorder in the porous organic semiconductor.
A. Implications of modified SCLC model on mobility extraction
Before proceeding with the analysis of thickness dependence in some reported experimental data, it would be of interest to see the effect of variation in thickness dependence due to spatial disorder in the semiconductors on the mobility values extracted form experimental J-V curves taken from [1] . We denote the extracted values of mobility byμ, to distinguish them from actual mobility µ for this device. In Fig. (2) , the extracted mobility (μ) is plotted as a function of thickness dependence parameter 3α. The fractional-dimension parameter α corresponds to the measure of spatial disorder in the semiconductor, with α = 1 corresponding to zero spatial disorder. It can be seen thatμ is sensitively influenced by α. Thus it is important to check the L dependence rather than assuming α = 1 which may no longer be valid for complicated materials such as porous and amorphous organic materials.
B. Consistency of α extracted from experimental data
Most organic semiconductors have spatial as well as energetic disorder. The existing mobility models incorporate combined effect of energetic and spatial disorder using a range of mobility models including field-and density-dependent mobility. However, our model predicts that the spatial disorder can affect the thickness scaling of SCLC. Here, we explore the available experimental data of SCLC versus device thickness for a range of disordered organic semiconductors. It is observed that the thickness scaling of SCLC varies as predicted by our model, to which not much attention was paid previously and it was assumed trivially that thickness scaling follows standard MG law which turns out to be not true for organic semiconductor in several example cases reported in the following. Fig. (3) shows the corresponding thickness L dependence for various devices using different organic materials. The results shown in Fig. (3a-3d) are at fixed voltage regime (constant mobility) with varying thickness L. Based on the classical MG law, we will expect a scaling of L −3 . However, due to spatial disorder, the results show a weaker thickness dependence in the range L −2 to L −3 , which corresponds to about α ≈ 0.8 to α ≈ 1. For the results shown in Fig. (4a) for a trap-filled organic material we have l = T t /T = 1500/273 = 5.49. Based on the classical TL-SCLC model (without any spatial disorder), the thickness dependence should be L −11.98 . However, the Fig. (3b) ) 3α 0.967 [45] α-conjugated-Sexithienyl 2.6 (Fig. (3c) ) 3α 0.86 [46] poly-fluorene-based 2.5 ( Fig. (3d) ) 3α 0.83 [47] OC 1 C 10 − P P V 11 ( Fig. (4a) Fig. (4b) ) 3α-2 (Eq. (30)) 0.84 [49] experimental fitting shows again a weaker dependence, which corresponds to α = 0.918 based on Eq. (21), instead of α = 1. For results shown in Fig. (4b) , the L scaling is calculated from measurements at fixed electric field. As mentioned earlier for field-dependent mobility, the thickness dependence should be L −1 at a fixed field for negligible spatial disorder at α = 1. However, we observe a weaker dependence, which corresponds to α = 0.86 based on Eq. (24) . Table I summarizes the results of Fig. (3-4) for various disordered organic semiconductor based devices and its relation to the α parameter used in our models to fit with the experimental results. Our analysis suggests that the traditional L scaling formulated in the classical SCLC models may not be suitable for organic semiconductors, and it will provide an inaccurate estimation of the mobility if such models are used. Note that the uncertainty in the measurement of L, which is about 5 nm from normal experimental setup, is not able to explain the variation from the expected α = 1 assuming the classical models are correct. Fig. 4 . The thickness dependency of (a) trap-limited current density at fixed voltage for polymer OC 1 C 10 − P P V taken from current-voltage characteristics in the literature [48] (b) current density at fixed electric field for polymer N P B taken from current-field characteristics in the literature [49] .
In Fig. (3) , we have extracted the thickness scaling of SCLC at low voltages to avoid the field-dependent SCLC regime. However, one must be careful while extracting the slopes at higher applied voltages. As the SCLC is fielddependent at high applied voltage, the extraction of α should be performed at fixed electric field strength, E, rather than at fixed voltage, V . To demonstrate this, we analyze the SCLC versus voltage data of polymer NPB based devices reported in Ref. [49] , and plot the current density against device thickness at different voltages in Fig. (5a) . The varying slope of J versus L shows that the thickness dependence of SCLC varies at different applied voltages due to exp(γ V /L) factor in field-dependent mobility model of Eq. (24) . Fig.  (5b) shows the extracted thickness dependence at different voltages which immediately reveals that the value of the extracted α is inconsistent at different voltage. At high-voltage regime where field-dependence becomes non-negligible, the extracted thickness dependence even becomes stronger than L −3 which leads to an unphysical value of α > 1. This clearly reveals the fallacy of extracting α from the J-L curve at fixed voltage. Instead, the α should be extracted at fixed electric field strength as indicated by Eq. (24), i.e., J ∝ L 3α−2 at fixed E. Fig. (5c) and (5d) shows the J-L characteristics and the extracted α at different E, respectively. In this case, a singular value of α ≈ 0.84 is extracted for all applied electric field strengths. More importantly, this value of α is consistent with that extracted from the low-voltage regime of Fig. (5b) . In Fig. (6a) , the room-temperature current density versus voltage characteristics data from Ref. [45] is shown for PFO diodes of varying thickness together with various numerical models calculations. It should be noted that the classical model of Eq. (4) requires different values of γ to be used in order to fit with the experimental data despite the fact that the devices are composed of the same type of polymer. To address this inconsistency, we fitted the experimental data using our modified SCLC model with α = 0.967 [extracted from Fig. (3b) ]. Remarkably, our modified model is able to fit the experimental J-V curves of all devices using a singular consistent value of γ = 1.2 × 10 −4 (m/V ) 1/2 . Similarly, in Fig. (6b) the room-temperature current density versus voltage data from Ref. [48] for OC 1 C 10 − P P V diodes with varying thicknesses is shown. The classical model in Eq. (2) fails to reproduce the experimental results with N t fixed for all L. In contrast, by using our modified trap-limited SLC model with α = 0.918 extracted from Fig. (4a) , a much better agreement with experimental results is obtained at a fixed N t . These results show that the modified MG law can sufficiently describe the thickness dependence of SCLC for given range of applied voltages. C. Fitting experimental current-voltage characteristics and mobility extraction using modified SCLC model
In Fig. (7a) the experimental J-V characteristics [1] (circles) of the NRS-PPV based devices are shown together with various numerical models calculations: (i) (dotted lines) classical MG law based field-dependent mobility model of Eq. (4), (ii) (dashed lines) modified MG law based field-dependent mobility model of Eq. (24), and (iii) (solid lines) modified MG law based field-dependent mobility model of Eq. (26) . From the figure, it is clear that the classical model (dotted lines) does not have a good agreement with the experimental results. As shown in Fig. (3a) , NRS-PPV based devices show a thickness dependence of L −2.895 which corresponds to α = 0.965. Using this α = 0.965, the two modified SCL models including field dependent mobility (dashed and solid lines) are able to provide better agreements without the needs to use carrier-dependent mobility assumption that have been debated in recent years [18] . It is important to note that one of the direct consequence of modified MG law in Eq. (24) is that the mobility can be considered to have a thickness dependence along with field-dependence given by µ = µ 0 exp(0.89γ √ E)L 3−3α . In Fig. (7b) we show the field and thickness dependent mobility values for the same NRS-PPV based devices [1] using this model with the parameters shown in figure caption.
Finally, we analyzed the thickness dependence of experimentally measured SCLC in hole-only devices based on diketopyrrolopyrole-based polymer (PDPPDTSE) [50] . The thickness dependence of current density at fixed voltage for PDPPDTSE based devices taken from experimental currentvoltage data is shown in Fig. (8a) . The thickness scaling of SCLC from standard L −3 to L −1.07 . The observed thickness dependence corresponds to spatial disorder parameter α = 0.3567. In order to validate our model we also compared the reported mobility values for varying thickness of devices with the mobility scaling predicted by our model. It is shown in Fig. (8b) that the thickness scaling of measured mobility is in good agreement with the one predicted by our model (L 3−3α ). The calculated mobility values for devices with varying thickness using 
IV. SUMMARY
In summary, we have presented a modified thickness scaling in SCLC model to account for the spatial disorder in organic semiconductors by introducing a parameter α to imagine the solid as a fractal object sandwiched between two electrodes. The model has included different effects such as trap-free, trap-limited and field-dependent mobility. To provide an easy access to the main results of this work, we have summarized the modified SCLC equations in Table II . An analysis of multiple experimental results from literature reveals that the classical SCLC models might lead to incorrect extraction of mobilities due to weak thickness dependence arising from spatial disorder. For such materials, our proposed model here would be a better choice to extract the mobility for spatially disordered organic materials as we have shown that the traditional thickness scaling is not valid anymore. By applying our model with field-dependent mobility, we are able to reproduce the experimental results of SCLC transport in PPV derivative based device without using the carrier-density dependent mobility [1] , agreeable with a recent report for amorphous polymers [3] .
Note that the thickness dependence had been reported in others works. For example, Brutting et. al (see Fig. 2a in Ref. [51] ) reported a weaker thickness dependence for Alq light-emitting devices than the expected L −1 at fixed electric field. John et. al (see Fig. (5-6 Fig.  12 in Ref. [53] ) also reported a possible weaker thickness dependence for PZT ferroelectric based devices. Macdonald et. al (see Fig. 1b in Ref. [54] ) also reported a weaker thickness dependence due to non-planar electrodes in conducting the experiment using tip atomic force microscopy (cAFM). This is a geometrical effect producing weaker thickness dependence of organic semiconductor devices [55] and is different from the physics studied here. It should be emphasized that our proposed models are based on a planar-diode geometry, thus such non-planar geometrical effects are not included. The extension of our models into non-planar geometries will be pursued in future works.
Moreover, in this work we obtain the parameter α from the length scaling of SCLC in the experimental results, however a complete microscopic model can be created in further extensions to determine α directly from the knowledge of disorder either spatial or energetic or both.
APPENDIX FRACTIONAL-DIMENSIONAL SPACE FRAMEWORK AS DESCRIPTION OF COMPLEXITY
There is an increasing interest in the fractional modeling of complexity in physical systems [56] , [57] . In recent years, the concept of fractional-dimensional space has been used as an effective physical description of restraint conditions in complex physical systems [24] , [29] , [39] . The approaches to describe the fractional dimensions include fractal geometry [58] , fractional calculus [59] , [60] , and the integration over fractional-dimensional space [23] , [61] . The axiomatic basis of spaces with fractional dimension with Euclidean metric were introduced by Stillinger [23] . The fractionaldimensional generalization of first order Laplace operators was then reported by Zubair et. al. [29] as approximations of the square of the second-order Laplace operator introduced in [23] , [24] . Recently, a fractal metric based approach is considered by Tarasov [39] which provides a complete generalization of first and second order Laplace operators. In this work, we have utilized Tarasov's approach to vector calaculus in fractionaldimensional spaces, which is summarized in the following.
In fractional-dimensional space (F α ⊆ E n ) framework [39] , it is convenient to work with physically dimensionless space variables x/R 0 → x, y/R 0 → y, z/R 0 → z, r/R 0 → r, where R 0 is a characteristic size of considered model. This provides a dimensionless integration and differentiation in α-dimensional space which leads to correct physical dimensions of quantities.
We define a differential operator in the form of
where c(α k , x k ) corresponds to the non-integer dimensionality along the X k -axis and it is defined by [39] c(α k , x k ) = π
For the case of spatially disordered semiconductor or porous solid, the system can be effectively modeled by replacing the anisotropy with an isotropic continuum in an α-dimensional space, with a parameter 0 < α ≤ 1 to measure the anisotropy or disorder of the material.
Using the operators in Eq. (27), we can generalize vector differential operators in an α-dimensional space. The gradient of a scalar function ϕ(r) in fractional-dimensional space is
where e k are unit base vectors of the Cartesian coordinate system. The divergence of the vector field f (r) = e k f k (r) is
The curl for the vector field f (r) is
where ε ikl is the Levi-Civita symbol. Using Eqs. (29) and (30) , the scalar Laplacian in the fractional-dimensional-space is written as [39] ∇ 2 α ϕ(r) = ∇ α · ∇ α ϕ(r) (32) 
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